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One of the vital operating attitudes of an airplane
is the time of take-off, and the question arises as to how
the dimensions of the landing gear affect the stability of
an airplane while rolling in horizontal position.
The problems of the stability theory, presumedly known,
refer to the free, level and three-dimensional motion with
three and six degrees of freedom. Ordinarily, they are too
complicated to afford immediate practical results for the
designer; for example, a dynamical stability investigation
rarel’y exerts any essential effect on the design of an air-
plane.
The stability analysis of an airplane while rolling is
much more simplified to the extent that it can be obtained
for numerical data which can be put to practical use in the
design of landing gear dimensions. Every landing gear type
attains to a critical ground friction coefficient that de-
cides the beginning of instability, i.e. , nosing over.
This study has, in addition, a certain interest for the use
of wheel brakes.
Several premises are called for. The airplane rolls
over flat, level ground and at steady speed u. The sta-
bility of this motion is to be examined by adducing dis-
turbances to this originally uniform motion and follow its ,
course in time. The speed maximum u is assumed such that
the gross weight is partly carried by wing lift, and partly
supported by the ground. A second premise is that only the
wheels touch the ground and the longitudinal airplane axis
is parallel with the ground surface.
While rolling the airplane executes a mechanical mo-
tion with two degrees of freedom, which can be forced by a
-.-.-.- .
certain elevator and throttle setting. It. is clear that a
*“fiber die Sta%ilit~t des Flugzeugs beim Rollen.11 Zeit-
schrift ffl.rFlugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt , May 28,
1932, Pp. 280-283.
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comprehensive analysis of the stability would have to in-
clude the actually accelerated and’ decelerated motion at
take-off and landing; but mathematical difficulties pre-
vented this general invest igation””from being completed.
The shock absorption was disregarded fo~ Similar reasons.
..
Another important problem is the stability at landing
when landing gear and tail skid already touch the ground.
This study, Significant for brake design, can be reduced
to the relative balance. of the forces, inertia included,
acting on” the airplane; hut this is beyond the scope of’
the present report. ,,
Rolling of the airplane with constant speed u is
expressed by the foll~wing, equations of equilibrium:
,.
S“- R- “gruacw=o . . . (1)
G-N- ~,Fu2ca=0’. . . (2)
~Fu2:~cm+Nal+b! =0
-2 (3)
,Herein S.= thrust, G = gross weight, N = wheel
pressure; R = friction, p = air density, ca, C“w and
cm the well-~nown air coefficients, F = wing area, and
Z = distance of center of pressure O from the axis of
the tail surfaces; al and b? denote rear and height po-
sition of point of contact B of the wheel with reference
to a system of coordinates, the origin of which is coinci-
dent with the e.g. of the airplane.
“.The friction is,
R =fN,
f being the friction coefficient.
As to the prefixes used in equations 1 - 3, be it
noted that the x direction in the direction of motion,
the y direction is p“ositive downward. Clockwise moments
are positive. cm positive signifies a nose-heavy moment
and carries - (minus) sign.
,. ,
The disturbed motion of the rolling airplane is rep- ,
resented as plane motion by statement of the speed of an
airplane point and lIy the angular veloc:ity around’ this
,,
-“ , .
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point, i.e., abou~ the axis which passes through this
point and is at right angle to the plane of motion.” Ad-
.
mittedly, the speed changes as, the..,referencepoint changes,
whereas the angular velocity remains constant.’
Disregarding “the rolling of the”wheels, <he velocity
component of contact point B is horizontal. The motion
of the airplane canbe expressed by the horizontal, velocity
Of point B and by the angular velocity about this.point.
AS the airplane changes its originally horizontal po-
sition through an angle $ (~ = O in smooth rolling), the
‘s (t .= time)..angular velocity is w = ~~, The. velocity of
the c,g., has the horizontal and vertical components us
and v~, interdependent- w’-i-thu and 8 .
(4)
(8 = FositiVe for positive rotation of airplane, that is,
fore part of airplane rises.)
The horizontal rolling motion is disturbed by the
change in horizontal speed Au of point B and by the
angle of slope +. The angle of attack changes as Act,
wb.ere
(5)
The change in,angle of attack, induced %y the turning
motion of the airplane, ~! d$is approximately put at –-.
,, u dt
The equations of motion of the airplane can be ex-
pressed in the previously introduced system ’of coordinates
as follows:
dus”
— = S- R-
m dt AR -
~+A@d8
u G (6)
dvs
.
m — = G- N- AN-A-,wE’ &:”
,,.. dt. ~~ ,. u ,. (7)
dza
J— = M_n!V #T,. ,+.(N.i-AN)(al+bl~) - (R+AR) (bl-a!~)
dt2 (8)
,,
f
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, fn= mass.
}“
.
., of airplane
J = mohe”nt bf. inertia ..
;A8] .;.,.,,” -
,J
~ chan,g.e~ i,n,wheel press~re and friction during
di-sturbed motion
W. ,,
,A =.>ift
7= drag .. :‘.. -
.,,.” ,.
M = moment ,~.f.a,ir loads “r-ef,eqredto” e.g.
:,,
V = result~nt airplane speed: ‘ “
~1 = damping coefficient”
In connection with these equations, lift and drag form
angl.~ ~ - q,
2
and Q with the horizontal, whereby
y = arc tan KE
u
s
in addition,
ard~
we assumed cos ~ = 1 and sin ~ = — —— .
U dt
(ihe relative speed is shown in I’igu.re2.) Due allowance
was made ?.n the rrio-mentequation, that airplane rotation $
mcdifies lengths al and ~! to al + bl$ and b! - ala.
I?urthermore, V, A, ??, and I: are expressed as:
V2 =
A =“
VJ =
1“! =
$FV2Ca (IX+ACL) .,.
:F V2CW (cL+ Aa)
,.
P. y Vzcm
2 (cI”+ALz) 2
.. /
(9)
where a = angle of attack in eq,u.ilibrium attitude.
Coefficients Ca (a i-Act) etc., are written Ca +
.
dca dc< ,,~: ,, ., . ..
_G Aa, etc. , and ~ etc. , later deslgnat’ed “by “Ca etc.
,.,.
Note, that A“u, ~, ‘d$ are: small quantities whose
G“ ““””
powers and products can be disregarded. With a thought
to (l), (2), and (3) equations (6), (7), and (8) now be-
‘+ Au PFucw, +fAN-bl m~a ““”
,rn d~
,.
;+%
al;w :“.
pFu [-at2@a +=- bcwj
,.
.
+~:Fu2&
v?= o.:.. .. .
,“ Au pF U Ca +AN -I-aim
(11)
Aup Fulcm+AN(fbl-a~ )+J~
dtz
al~m
+ a.t
‘, PFul [~- b~cm + n!]
+@Fu2Z~m
-N(alf+b!)]=O (12)
Here it ~as already taken into account that AR = f AN.
There are two degrees of freedom for this guided airplane
motion, whereas it requires three equations because of the
appee,rance of the unknown force of reaction Al?.
Ask;og~i t~:e;~~;tionfor Au, AN and & is~ritten
in form . t = time and K and h are con-
stants. The definition of L yields .the algebraic equa-
tion
.
~Fu Z cm (fbt-a’) X2 J+A pFuT[&-blcm+n’] +
I + g R12t trc- N (a If+ b) (13)
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Substituting ‘q for. .A, , where
..
.’.
,“
~= m
.- —.- A
~.Fu .
‘2
equation (13) assumes, after several rearrangements, the
form of
~+2cwf q a (5W ,- Ca) + &w c
2ca
2cmf b-a
[
+;m -
~D + ~[a~m + 2n]
1-~--[af + .b] Cpih.la
= o
(14)
,.
Here we put
Quantities cm and ;:;= can be defined from (2)
and (3). With t e introduction of the nondimensional%quzntity go = -––– ,
pFuz
cm
=(~- f b) (g. - ca) 1
N
——.
‘go-ca
pFu2
.“J
is obtained. ““
When these quantities are inserted in determinant
(14), tile latter becomes
Coefficients Qo~ Vl> V2~ ~ can be written as:
3
V. = a2 -abf+D
~i= a2[f 2(go - Ca) + &a + 3CW] - ab[ f22(go - Ca)
+ f (&a + 3CW)] + a ;m + 2n + D(2cW - 2caf)
(15)
(16)
..
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v, = a2[f (2cW go - 2cwca + 2&ago..- 2&aca)
,..
+ 2CW2 -1-2&acw + 2go (’ca -“ &w)] .-
.
*z(go -a%C2. Ca) (Ita+ cm),
,,”.
+ f (2c”a2 + 2:acw) + 2 g:(ca - ~=)] >
,..,
+ a [2~mcw, - 2f &mca] + 4 Cw n - 4 f can
+ C(a[&a - fgo+ fca]’+” b [Ca - go - :af] + &m)”
,.,.
V3 = 2C [a(-f2ca’ (g. - Ca) +, f(go - c~) (~a - Cw)
+ ;acw - ~ o) -;g b(f2&a(go - ca)
+ f[~ac~ - tw go + Ca (g. - ca) ]+ c~ (gO - Ca))
+ &m(caf
1
+ Cw.)” (17’)
J
The condition for the stability is, that the inequa-
tions
are complied with.
The significance of these stability criteria can also
he so expressed that the aperiodic proportion’ of the;dis-
turbed motion changes frqm damping to intensification, when
the condition 93= O is ”complied”-ivith. This condition is
called static stability; the root in (16) is real, the
transition frbm danping to intensification is noted as
?l=o.
. .
,.’.
The condition Vl~2 - CPo~3 = O is equivalent in so
far as ,~ becomes purely iinaginar$,;:i.e.i the periodic
portion of ,the disturbed motion is neither damped nor in-
tensified.
,.,
The prfmary.aimof these. sta:~ility,:iny,estigations is
to ascertain how testability of the rollingairplane is
influenced by the dimensions of the la~.ding gear. The aero-
dynamic factors, the consta~ts C! and I) depend on ,the
general character Of the airplane. There remain then the
8
,.
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quantities” a and b which denote the arrangement of
the landing gear, and lastly, the coefficient of ground
friction f.
The stability conditions can be interpreted as func-
tions of quantities , a, b and f. These ,functions can be
utilized in two directions: one, to examine individual
airplanes with definite a and b values and assuming
the friction :coefficient as variable. Then the latter can
be numerically defined from the stability equations. A
condition of the “gro”und conformably to this coefficient,
produces instability when rolling, This may be called
“critical friction coefficient,” and with this f-actor,
different airplanes, i.e., types of landing gears can be
compared.
A second application of the stalility investigation
is a more general study of the relationship between a, b,
and f in the manner that the effect of size of the landi-
ng gear on the stability of rolling motion is to be prin-
cipally explained.
Apart from the ~ited structural quantities a, b, and
f, two parameters, cm and go are equally important. The
first is the criterion of the static stability of the air-
plane in flight, the second depends on the speed of the
rolling airplane.
The equation of static stability of rolling motion of
the. airplane, according to (17) and (18) is:
~
= a [-f2 c (ago- Ca) + f (go - l Cw)2C Ca) (Ca -
+. ;acw - ; g ]- b [f2:a(go - Ca)
Wo
+ f(;acw - &wgo -1-Ca(go - Ca)) + Cw(go - Ca)]
+ &m(caf + Cw) :0 (19)
An analysis of this (19) reveals the startling effect
of a, b, f and &m. When a > 0, that is, when the c.g,.,
is back of the laqding gear, the static stability is in-”
creased, when b ,becomes large, i.e., the landing gear
too high; the static stability decreases. Static stability
is also increased when the airplane .,isstable in the usual
sense o,f,t,he~work, i~e. , when &m >0.
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It should be remember ed,’thdt a “maybe increased on-
*- ly. to..,.,acertain -degree in. the positive sense, or else it
might happen that “th’&t’ti’~.1”‘of the airplane cannot ,.be,raised
with the elevator ‘at the right time, when taking off.
Quantity b is bounded by the propeller.
The ungt.abilizing action of the friction”. becomes read-
ily apparent”. An increase in angle of attack increases the
lift ‘and decrea,se.s the wheel pressure and the friction.
The decrease in, friction denotes a tail-heavy moment, in the
.:
same direction as’ the direction of rotation of the airplane.
These problems were studied by means of concrete exam-
pl,es. Part of the data is given in Figures 3 to 6.
,The airplane’ characteristics were:
G= 1,500 kg, J = 300 kgm/s2, i?=
C=*=22e6,D=L =
pFt m 12
‘a = 0.43, ;a =.3.9, cw = 0006,
l
c 7 0.128, .n =“1.09
m
22m2, t = 4“.9 m,
0.08
.
Cw = 0.200,
Figure 3.shows function V3 = O in the a, b plane;
f is considered as parameter and go = 0.63. The influ-
ence of the friction is manifest: To examine a concrete
landing gear type, use the critical coefficient of fric-
tion of Figure 3. At low friction the landing gea% could
be fitted aft of the e.g., but as the friction increases
such an arrangement becomes impractical. The influence of
the forward position of the landing gear can be seen in
Figure 4, where’ the increase in critical coefficient of
friction by increasing” a is distinctly noticeable. To
examine the influence of the rate of rolling the stability
equation % = O is pictured for go = 0.50, i.e., at a
,, 2C
higher speed. As is seen in Figure 5, the critical fric-
t,ion numbers are h~gher for = 0.50 than for g = 0.63
(see fig. 3) with fixqd a, bgovalues. The stati~ stabil-
.. “it,y.,gr.owswith the speed. ~ .
.,.,.
,,, .,
. ,.
In conclusion the influence of cm of the” sta-tic ‘sta-
bility in flight is to he examined.. For comparison consid-
er a neutra~ airplane that differs from the one treated. by
the value Cm= O. According to Figure 6 the straights for
.. .
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t’he different friction values, meet in point a,’= b = O,
that is, they have shifted parallel in comparison to the
stable airplane. The criticpl friction factors for the
fixed’ a, b values have ~ecome- smaller; “the stability in
rolling is lower.’
By analyzing the periodic solutions of the motion
,“
equations, it is found that stability “preVail’s when the
,periodic parts have a damping factor; T~e transition from
damping to intensification occurs Then the root of the
typical equation (16) becomes purely imaginary, the condi-
t,i,opo.fWhich is:
(20)
An approximation is to afford a survey relative to
this condition and its importance from the designerslpoint
of view.
Function ~z ‘can be simplified by a’ consideration of
arrangement of quantities. The terms of the function mul-
tiplied by Cl are large compared t-o the others; for in-
stance, putting q-~antities a, b and f, which practically
range between O and 0.5, at =0.3, the terms multiplied
by C yield IU 19..5, the others - 0.202; accruing there-
fore, when neglected, in a relative error of the order of
10-2. A satisfactory approximate calculation is
* - a[”~a - f (g. - Ca)] + b[ca - go - ~af] + ~m (21)
I’urther simplifications may be attained to from an
and ~0~3~lv2 __c-_ lanalysis of Quantities a, b and f
c
practically range between O. and 0.5; calculation shows
“v vL 2 to bk of the order of size of 2 to 3 between the
—.———
u Vv
cited practical limits, and -07% to be of the order of
0.01 to 0.06. In the practical’ case, cplis always posi-
tive.
To arrive at a summary regarding the zero points of
the stability equation (dynamic stability) CP192 - V093 s’0
the more simple “ ,. . .
(22)
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wil’l;have to be examined, which ,is decisive so that.”(20)
m’ay become” = O in the practical range. The proof ,of,thise.
“-’’staernentnt‘follows from the consideration .of the ar,.range-.
me’nt”‘of t’he ‘quantities. Of” course, the” accuracy of this
ap~roximat”i’on must” be eh’eck’ed“when the order of size of
the numerical values i’satapprecia”ble variance with the
erstwhile quoted data. The transition from dynamic sta-
bility to instability is thus characterized by the’ equa- ‘:
tion: .,., ... .. .
This equation is illustrated like the criterion of
the static stability. The coefficient of friction, consid-
ered as parameter, is put at o<f<o.5. Each parameter
value has a corresponding linear function of a and .b.
These straights, plotted in Figure ‘i’,readily show the de-
pendence of the critical coefficient of friction on the di-
mensions of the landing gear.
As the coefficient of friction increases a consistent-
ly higher a value is necessary to assure s:ability; i.e.,
the landing gear must be ahead of the e.g. The influence
of dm, it will be noted, is similar to that established by
the examination of the static stability.
Some remarks about 5 are to form the conclusion of
this report. By Cm was m~rely meant the measure of the
static stability, the differential quotient of the moment
curve, and in the numerical example this value was taken
from the usual stability calculations. The process must
be looked upon as an approximation, the accuracy of which
becomes questionable, because of the motion of the” airplane
in proximity of the ground. This factor can be accounted
for by reflecting the airplane respectively, the Pran.dtl
vortices of the wings and of the horizontal surfaces about
the plane of the ground and then effect the moment and
downwash corrections.
These calculations do not obtain to a complete de-
scription of the process on the horizontal tail group. Be-
cause of the slipstream a twofold action on the horizontal
tail group is noticeable.>,.. The velocity of flow is in-
creased; the” induction effect of the wings on the control
surfaces is influenced by an area of discontinuity formed
by the jet boundary. An exact recognition of the phenom-
ena is moreover, rendered difficult because of the exis-
tence of a radial motion in the slipstream.
I
,—,,.-.. ,,.—.,,..-..,,.,,,,.
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The quoted-influence’s should really be arn-ena%le to
estimation if cm were to be correctly introduced in the
calculations. Apar& from these refinements, the applica-
tion of the stability theory affordS a correct numerical
stu”dy of the interference of the landing gear designs and
of the state or conditions of the ground.
,,..
Translation by ‘J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
.,
.,
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Fig. 1 Forces on the airplane
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C?3 [a,b,f]=O
gQ = 0.63
Figs. 3,4,5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
C.1
Fig. 3 Fu.nction~3= O, coefficient of friction f as parameter.
0.8
f
0.4 / “
o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
a
II= 0.326
V3[a,0.326,f]=0
Fig. 4 Effect of forward position of landing gear.
f=o.5
0.4 f= 0.4
a f=o.3
0.2 f=o.2
f= 0.1
0
.
CP3 ~a,b,f]=O
go=o.50
cm= +0.128
.8 1.0
.
Fig. 5 Function go=O, coefficient of friction f as parameter
I
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Figs. 6,7
/ ‘=0”5
= 0.4
0.4 f= 0.3
a f=o.2
0.2 f=,0.1
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
b
cp3 [a,b,f]= O
go = 0.50
cm = o
I?ig.6 Neutral airplane, ~= O. The straightsmeet in the
origin of the coordinates, that is, are displaced
parallel compared to the stable airplane.
0.4
a
0.2
0
—
.2 l4 . .8 1.0
b6.
f= 0.5
f= 0.4
f= 0.3
f=o.2
f= 0.1
Fig. 7 Critical coefficient of friction plotted against
.. landing gear .d~emsi,ons.
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